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Localized waveguide formation in germanosilicate
fiber transmitting femtosecond IR pulses
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Transmission of intense femtosecond 825 nm pulses progressively produces a waveguide at the entrance of a
heavily Ge-doped silicate fiber. The waveguide behaves as a multimillimeter long-fiber bandpass filter that
scatters away light with wavelengths shorter or longer than 850 nm. This phenomenon has been correlated
with the �800 nm photosensitivity producing type I-IR fiber Bragg gratings in side-written lightly Ge-doped
silicate fibers and low-loss waveguides in pure silica bulk glass. A model incorporating color center formation
is proposed to understand the underlying mechanism. © 2008 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 190.7110, 190.4370, 160.2750, 140.3390.
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. INTRODUCTION
emtosecond (fs) �800 nm IR irradiation from Ti:sap-
hire lasers may produce persistent refractive index
odulation of pure or Ge-doped silica glass without caus-

ng material breakdown [1]. This photosensitivity has fa-
ilitated the microlithography of various photonic devices
ith properties similar to those made by conventional UV

rradiation [2,3]. Although the multiphoton advantage of
he IR approach is widely recognized, the underlying
echanism remains largely unknown [1,2]. A recent spec-

roscopic study [4] proposed the five-photon absorption of
n oxygen deficiency center (ODC) to be responsible for
riting low-loss three-dimensional waveguides [2]. How-
ver, another study [3] attributed the inscription of type
-IR fiber Bragg grating (FBG) to the five-photon assisted
nterband transition of glass. Although these interpreta-
ions attributed the photosensitivity to the formation of
icroscopic photoproducts termed as color centers, a com-

eting class of interpretations attributed the photosensi-
ivity to material macroscopic changes such as densifica-
ion [5] and stress [6]. Neither class has quantitatively
ccounted for the observed refractive index modulation
1], just like their UV counterparts [7].

While the IR microlithography promotes the photosen-
itivity of refractive index modulation, the application of
R fiber lasers strives to reduce the photosensitivity of the
are-earth doped silica fibers [8]. Since absorptive species
re photoinduced, this photosensitivity is termed as the
hotodarkening effect. The darkening rate may depend on
he IR pump power to the fourth or fifth order, enabling
he underlying mechanisms to be interpreted as certain
ultiphoton-assisted transitions and color center forma-

ions of the rare-earth dopants [9,10]. These dopants al-
ow the photodarkening to occur at a peak pulse-intensity
rders of magnitude lower than the TW/cm2-scale inten-
ities employed in the IR microlithography. A natural
uestion arises if a similar effect exists in pure or Ge-
0740-3224/08/020274-5/$15.00 © 2
oped silica fibers when this intensity attains
W/cm2-scale, and if it does, whether it is related to the
hotosensitivity of the IR microlithography. In fact, su-
ercontinuum has been generated in photonic crystal fi-
ers (PCFs) [11], tapered fibers [12], and ultrahigh nu-
erical aperture (UHNA) fibers [13] by TW/cm2-scale fs

R pulses, and has found wide applications in metrology,
pectroscopy, and optical imaging. However, few studies
ave been dedicated to the photosensitivity of these fibers
possibly because this will potentially limit the intended
pplications). We report here the observation of wave-
uide formation in a UHNA fiber and the correlation of
his effect with the IR microlithography.

. EXPERIMENT
e investigated two fiber types, a germanosilicate UHNA

ber (UHNA3, Nufern, East Granby, Connecticut) having
second mode cutoff wavelength of 900±50 nm, and an

ndlessly single-mode PCF (LMA-8, Crystal Fibre A/S,
enmark) consisting of pure silica. Each has a silica clad-
ing diameter of 125 �m and an acrylate coating diam-
ter of 250 �m. UHNA3 and LMA-8 have NAs of 0.35 and
.10 and mode field diameters of 2.0 and 6.0 �m (at
25 nm), respectively. UHNA3 has a step-index-type ger-
anosilicate core, allowing Ge concentration to be esti-
ated as 29 mol% [14]. The 120 fs 80 MHz pulses from a

unable Ti:sapphire laser (Mai Tai HP, Spectra-Physics,
ountain View, California) served as the pumping and

robing source with �10 nm bandwidth. The 1.2 mm di-
meter laser beam sequentially passed through a Fara-
ay isolator, a neutral-density filter (NDF), an aspheric
ens, and the entrance facet of a fiber having a length of
–50 mm stripped of its acrylate jacket. The total fiber

ength was 2–5 m, with the first 100 mm mounted
traight on a three-axis fiber positioner. A 0.65 NA,
.6 mm clear aperture lens (C390TM, Thorlabs, Newton,
008 Optical Society of America
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ew Jersey) was used for UHNA3, while a 0.40 NA,
.0 mm clear aperture lens (C110TME, Thorlabs, Newton,
ew Jersey) was used for LMA-8. The fact that the laser
eam diameter is smaller than the clear aperture of the
ens compensates the NA mismatch between the lenses
nd fibers, resulting in 60–70% coupling efficiency (CE) of
he incident energy for both fibers. CE was measured to
e the ratio of the maximized power exiting from the fiber
Pout� to the power before entering the fiber �Pin�, assum-
ng negligible loss in the short fiber length. In this mea-
urement, Pin was attenuated to 50 mW by the NDF to
void multiphoton-induced CE change (as described be-
ow). The corresponding coupling loss was assessed by

easuring the scattered light along a fixed direction from
he mounted fiber section about 40–90 mm from the en-
rance facet. The fiber-optic probe of a spectrometer
USB4000, Ocean Optics) was mounted on a three-
imensional positioner to vertically approach the fiber
ithin �0.5 mm and record the spectrum of the scattered

ight. The CE data as a function of probing wavelength
�probe� is termed as the CE spectrum (CES). The CES of a
reshly cleaved UHNA3 or LMA-8 fiber is highly repro-
ucible, while CE is nearly independent of �probe across
25–925 nm. This provides an excellent reference to
tudy CES-related photosensitivity due to the supercon-
inuum generation process, in which the pumping wave-
ength ��pump� was varied across 780–910 nm while the
umping power Pin was typically above 200 mW. This pro-
ess was initiated by first maximizing CE at low Pin and
hen increasing Pin to the desired power. CE is smaller at
igher Pin, but the difference is typically no more than
0%.

. RESULTS
igures 1(a) and 1(c) are characteristic of the observed
ES of a fresh UHNA3 fiber before and after typical un-

nterrupted supercontinuum-generating processes at
pump=825 nm. During the processes, the initial Pout
rops by �18% (which cannot be compensated by optical
ealignment), while the CES evolves into a filter-like pro-
le peaked at 850 nm. This effect reflects a change of lin-
ar optical property, because the same measurement us-
ng 50 mW cw light with �1 nm bandwidth (produced by
w operation of the same laser) generates the same CES.
lthough the CES is measured by pulsed probing light
ith 25 nm increments across 725–925 nm, the more ac-

urate measurement based on the cw light with 2 nm in-
rements has not resolved any fine CES structures across
his spectral region. The effect is persistent over a fiber
torage time of �5 days. The modification is restricted to
ithin 10 mm from the fiber entrance facet, as the re-
oval of this length by fiber cleaving provides a new facet
ith a CES approximating that of a freshly cleaved fiber.
hus the localized modification is associated with high-
eak-pulse intensity that is reduced during propagation
y normal dispersion along the fiber, and the modified re-
ion of the fiber core is termed the nonlinear section. On
he other hand, the scope of the modification extends be-
ond 1 mm from the fiber entrance facet, as the removal
f this length by fiber polishing results in little CES in-
rease.
A plausible explanation for the CES modification is the
elaxation of the internal stress of the fresh fiber with
igh-intensity exposure, as the highly Ge-doped UHNA3
ber may be under large internal stress owing to material
ismatch between the core and cladding. However, such

elief of the stress should increase rather than decrease
E. It should be noted that the PCF has a nearly identical
ES profile (i.e., flat across 725–925 nm) as the UHNA fi-
er but has no stress owing to the material mismatch.
his fact suggests that a fresh UHNA3 fiber has mini-
um stress. After the nonlinear section of the above light-

reated fiber is heated with a candle flame �T=1620 K� for
1 min, the CES of the fiber is recovered to that of a fresh
ber [Fig. 1(c)], and the recovered fiber behaves similarly
o a freshly cleaved fiber. A complete recovery may be
chieved by optimizing the heating procedure. Thus, the
tress (if any) may be induced (rather than relieved) by
he light treatment and subsequently relieved by the
ame treatment.

ig. 1. (a) CES of a UHNA3 fiber when freshly prepared and
ight treated �825 nm,200 mW,540 min�; (b) CE kinetics of (a) at
25 nm (dot) and corresponding first order exponential decay fit
curve); (c) CES of another UHNA3 fiber when freshly prepared,
ight treated �825 nm,400 mW,20 min�, and flame recovered; (d)
E kinetics of (c) at 925 nm (dot) and corresponding first-order
xponential decay fit (curve); (e) double-logarithmic plot of decay
ate �−1 versus pump power Pin at �probe=925 nm.
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Similar CES change can be attained at �pump across
80–840 nm with a wide range of Pin and exposure time.
his motivates us to evaluate the dependence of CE decay
inetics on Pin. The CE decay kinetics of a fresh UHNA3
ber are plotted in Figs. 1(b) �Pin=200 mW� and 1(d)
Pin=400 mW� at �pump=825 nm and �probe=925 nm. The
orresponding measurements are conducted at periodical
nterruptions when the laser wavelength is switched from
pump to �probe. Once the CE is measured, the wavelength
s switched back to �pump, the CE is maximized, and Pin is
ncreased to resume the optical processing. Comparative
esults of interrupted and uninterrupted experiments ex-
lude any effects of these measurement interruptions on
he kinetics. For a Pin of 200–400 mW, the CE decay ki-
etics can be well fitted to an exponential decay of Ae−t/�

C with a Pin-independent amplitude A of 51±4% and
onstant C of 13±3%, along with a Pin-dependent decay
ime constant � [Figs. 1(b), 1(d), and 1(e)]. In the same ex-
eriments, the kinetics at �probe=725 nm can also be well
tted to an exponential decay with a � approximating that
t �probe=925 nm (within 10%), although with different A
nd C constants. This suggests that the modified CES is
he spectroscopic signature of a single photoproduct.
ince the induced CE loss is low at �pump=825 nm (15–
2%), the nonlinear section of the fiber is effectively ex-
osed to a constant intensity proportional to Pin. The
ouble-logarithmic plot of decay rate �−1 versus Pin re-
eals a linear relation of a slope of 5.03 [Fig. 1(e)], indi-
ating the presence of a five-photon assisted process
9,10].

The CE loss of the fiber cannot be attributed to the ab-
orption of the photoproduct because the absorption vol-
me is too small to avoid destructive thermal effects. In
he measurement interruptions of the above kinetic ex-
eriments, the scattering intensity at �probe=925 nm (i.e.,
ntegrated spectral area across 900–960 nm) recorded by
he spectrometer is found to increase with decreasing CE,
s demonstrated in Fig. 2(a). Thus the CE loss is originat-
ng from scattering. Analogous to the photodarkening ef-
ect, the phenomenon can be termed as the photoscatter-
ng effect. Thus the modified nonlinear section of the fiber
esponsible for this effect behaves as a waveguide. In the
xperiment associated with Fig. 2(a), the scattering inten-
ity at each pumping time, if scaled by a common con-
tant, may complement its corresponding CE to produce a
um of 96.0±1.6% [Fig. 2(b)], 100.0±2.1%, or 92.0±2.0%.
t should be noted that significant scattering intensity
an be detected only at fiber locations where the acrylate
oating is not stripped off. This indicates that the scat-
ered light comes from the diffusive cladding-coating in-
erface and should be proportional to the intensity of the
ight propagated along the cladding at the probed loca-
ion. Thus the validity of the 96.0% scaling with the mini-
um standard deviation of 1.6% can be justified if the
resnel reflection at the fiber entrance facet accounts for
loss of 4%, and the decreasing CE (i.e., increasing scat-

ering intensity) is due to the redistribution of the light
nergy from the core (fundamental) mode to the cladding
odes. This redistribution is induced by the waveguide

hat scatters the propagating core mode with scattering
ngles between 13° to 48° (the light that can be totally re-
ected in the cladding but not the core). The propagating
ladding modes lose energy along the fiber due to the dis-
ipative scattering and do not exit from the end of the fi-
er. This explanation implies that the blank (initial) cou-
ling loss of 33% in Fig. 2(b) can only be attributed to the
spheric lens that distributes the energy of the focused
aussian beam between the core and the cladding. To

onfirm this, the scattering intensity and the CE are
onitored when the freshly cleaved fiber is moved

lightly ��50 �m� toward (over-focus) or away from
under-focus) the aspheric lens. Again, the scattering in-
ensity can be scaled to similarly compliment the corre-
ponding CE (Fig. 2(c)). Because the Gaussian beam
aist ��1 �m� is smaller than the mode field diameter of

he fiber, either defocus condition diverges the beam
oupled into the fiber core to increase the coupling loss
Fig. 2(c)]. The similarity between Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) illus-
rates that the photoinduced waveguide effectively di-
erges (scatters) the beam coupled into the fiber core, just
ike the two defocus conditions. Similar results have been
btained at �probe=725 nm and from other kinetic experi-
ents in which the scattered light is measured at some-
hat different fiber locations along somewhat different

cattering directions. Thus, the magnitude of the recorded
cattered light intensity along one scattering direction re-
ects that of the scattered light intensity integrated over
ll scattering directions. The occurrence of the minimum
cattering at �probe=850 nm [Fig. 1(a)] may be related to
he specific structure of the waveguide.

The effort to identify the waveguide by scanning elec-
ron microscopy (SEM) has not been successful as the
EM image from the light treated fiber [Fig. 1(c)] differs

ittle from that of a freshly cleaved UHNA3 fiber. How-

ig. 2. (a) Spectra of the scattered light collected by a fiber-optic
pectrometer at several instances of CE ��probe=925 nm�; (b) com-
limentary correspondence between the scaled scattering inten-
ity and corresponding CE in (a) with increasing pumping time;
c) complimentary correspondence between the scaled scattered
ntensity and corresponding CE in (b) at the under-focus or over-
ocus conditions of the aspheric lens before pumping.
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ver, photoinduced damages have been found at the en-
rance facet near the core of a UHNA3 fiber after pro-
onged 825 nm pumping (Fig. 3). Because a 60 times
arger irradiation dosage is used to induce such damages,
e make no judgment whether the corresponding photo-

ensitivity is related to that responsible for the CES modi-
cation [Fig. 1(c)].

. DISCUSSIONS
he five-photon process attenuating the fiber transmis-
ion resembles the five-photon process writing low-loss
aveguides in bulk silica glass [2,4] and the five-photon
rocess producing type I-IR FBGs in telecommunication
bers (known to have a 3 mol% Ge-doped silica core [15])

3]. Both features can be erased by annealing, just like
he waveguide observed in this study. Peak pulse inten-
ity thresholds to induce the waveguides and the FBGs
re found to be 7.96 and 18 TW/cm2, respectively. These
hresholds are defined by experimental sensitivity rather
rbitrarily because of the high-order power dependence.
n the waveguide case, a second threshold is found at
.15 TW/cm2 [4], which results in high-loss waveguides
2]. In the FBG case, a similar second intensity threshold
s found at 46 TW/cm2, which produces thermally stable
ype II-IR FBG [3]. To examine the existence of such a
ramatic threshold in a freshly cleaved UHNA3 fiber, we
rst optimize CE at a fixed �pump �750–910 nm�, and
onitor Pout while gradually increasing Pin. Indeed, Pout

uddenly drops from �300 mW to �50 mW when Pin
asses a threshold value. The threshold powers at �pump
f 750 nm, 800 nm, 850 nm, and 950 nm are 750 mW,
55 mW, 960 mW, and 1090 mW, respectively, with a typi-
al standard deviation of 50 mW. It should be noted that
he spot size of the focusing aspheric lens depends on
pump. Assuming the 120 fs laser pulses are elongated to
00 fs immediately before entering the fiber, we calculate
he spot-size adjusted threshold to be �2 TW/cm2, inde-
endent of �pump. This independence is consistent with
he avalanche breakdown model [16]. The damage is

ig. 3. (left) SEM image of the entrance facet of a freshly
leaved fiber near the germanosilicate core, the scale bar repre-
ents 2 �m; (right) SEM image of the entrance facet of an irradi-
ted fiber (825 nm, �400 mW, 20 h in five days) near the ger-
anosilicate core.
ound to be restricted within 1 mm from the fiber en-
rance facet and can not be reversed by a �1 min candle
ame treatment.
The striking coincidences discussed above strongly sug-

est the occurrence of the same pair of distinct processes
t a pair of intensity thresholds. The reversible process
ssociated with the lower threshold induces low-loss but
hermally unstable photonic features, while the irrevers-
ble one associated with the higher threshold induces
hermally stable but high-loss features. The irreversible
rocess is due to the avalanche breakdown rather than
he multiphoton-assisted disruption of a certain strained
ond [4], which should somewhat depend on �pump. The
act that no CES modification is induced at �pump
860 nm with comparable pumping intensities makes it
nfavorable to attribute the reversible process to the five-
hoton assisted interband transition [3]. Five 860 nm
hotons have a total energy of 7.2 eV, which is more than
dequate to bridge the bandgap of the heavily Ge-doped
ilica glass of UHNA3 (between 5.6 to 7.1 eV [15]). The re-
ersible process is alternatively attributed to the five-
hoton absorption of the ODC of silica glass (SiODC, i.e.,
Si-Siw) in the waveguide case as suggested before [4],

r a combination of SiODC and GeODC (wGe-Siw or
Ge-Gew) in the fiber cases. The singlet–singlet �S0–S1�

ransition of SiODC is well known to be responsible for a
.6 eV absorption band [17], and the energy of the S0–S1
ransition is nearly identical for SiODC and GeODC [18].
hus, the five-photon absorption of 800 nm �1.55 eV� or
25 nm �1.50 eV� radiation excites the transition of these
DCs to stimulate the reversible process.
The above damage threshold analysis implies that the

hermally reversible CES modification is induced at
hreshold intensity below 0.5 TW/cm2 (i.e., 200 mW) for
25 nm pumping. In the comparative experiments using
he PCF, the maximum power allowed by the laser at
25 nm �2.0 W� is used to pump the fiber, resulting in an
ntensity of 0.5 TW/cm2. However, 600 min of such pump-
ng does not change the CES of the fiber. This indicates
hat the light-induced CES modification of the UHNA3 fi-
er is primarily due to the five-photon assisted excitation
f GeODC. During the excitation, GeODC produces an E�
olor center known as the dominant species of the refrac-
ive index modulation [17] and an energized electron [4]
hose fast relaxation may transfer its energy to the glass
atrix [7]. The refractive index modulation of the color

enter should be relatively homogeneous in the nonlinear
ection of the fiber. It is unlikely that this modulation
lone produces the waveguide with CES of dramatic CE
avelength dependence. It is more likely that the energy

ransferred to the glass matrix results in a macroscopic
tructural change in the nonlinear section of the fiber,
eading to a heterogeneous refractive index modulation
hrough mechanisms such as densification [5] or stress
6]. Alternatively, the heterogeneous refractive index

odulation in the nonlinear section of the fiber may be
aused by the formation of a structure analogous to long
eriod grating (LPG). This structure is possibly generated
y interference between the core and cladding modes in
he nonlinear section of the fiber and can attenuate light
ransmission at particular probing wavelength by cou-
ling the core mode into the cladding modes. The struc-
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ure is not a strict LPG, because it exhibits a broad trans-
ission band rather than a narrow attenuation band.

. CONCLUSIONS
multimillimeter-long waveguide forms in a normally

ispersive germanosilicate fiber during supercontinuum
eneration. The waveguide behaves as a nonabsorptive
andpass fiber filter that selectively passes �850 nm
ight. The photosensitivity that produces this waveguide
as been linked to that which produces the low-loss
aveguides and type I-IR FBGs in IR microlithography.
hus this photosensitivity can be enhanced by increasing
he concentration of ODCs in raw materials. The proper-
ies of the waveguide may be engineered by fiber prepa-
ation to make new photonic devices. On the other hand,
he photosensitivity inevitably affects the stable opera-
ion of fiber-optic supercontinuum sources and may be
uppressed by removing the ODCs using UV irradiation
r oxygen oxidization.
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